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OUR
PURPOSE
Why Certified Nature Inclusive
Solar Parks (NISP)?
Nowadays there is quite a media flurry over
solar park development.
Landscape integration, land use, displacement of farming and the concerns of local
communities – these are all frequently discussed issues which lead to rejection of
solar park plans and a negative result for the energy transition.
We see an opportunity to improve the process and purpose of solar park development,
and as a result, their acceptability. In this Purpose Statement, we briefly discuss the
signals we see happening around us, which gave us impetus to create NISP, and also,
we mention some taboos which surround and impede solar park development.

Signals in land use

Signals in solar parks impact
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But did you know – there is new solution called
agrivoltaics, which combines raised solar panels,
spaced apart, with crops growing underneath. This
helps land owners to have 2 sources of income - from
food and energy yields. Research has found particular
food crops still grow well under partial shading,
and it can actually protect crops from intense heat
and frost.

OPPORTUNITY FOR CHANGE!
All in all, we see opportunity for change. Guidance is needed to help create a
quality process for the rollout of solar parks – and we provide this through the
NISP management tool and certification, and also through Leafteasers expert
advisory services on ecosystem, environmental quality, stakeholder engagement
and landscape regeneration matters.

